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Abstract—Recent studies have shown that pleasant and
unpleasant emotions could be detected through functional
Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS). This study investigates the
prefrontal cortical activation in human subjects while they were
viewing urban and garden scenes. A multi-channel continuous
wave fNIRS system was used to record the prefrontal cortical
activations from seven subjects. During the data collection, the
subjects viewed 40 trials of video clips. In each trial, the subjects
viewed a video of randomized urban or garden scenes for 30s
followed by 30s of idle scene which showed a dark blue progress
bar on black background on the screen. NIRS-SPM is employed
to work out the changes of hemoglobin response and the
prefrontal cortical activations were generated using group
analysis based on the contrasts of urban versus idle, garden
versus idle and urban versus garden. The activation for the
contrast of urban versus garden showed an increase of
oxy-hemoglobin on the right area of the prefrontal cortex with p
< 0.05. This preliminary result showed that the garden scene
might provide a pleasant and less stressful experience as
compared to the urban scene for subjects. This suggests the
possibility of using a NIRS-based Brain-Computer Interface to
detect subject preferences of different scenes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Brain activities can be monitored using technologies like
electroencephalography
(EEG),
functional
magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), and functional Near-Infrared
Spectroscopy (fNIRS). In comparison with other modalities,
fNIRS has higher spatial resolution than EEG, and higher
temporal resolution and fewer constraints than fMRI. It works
differently from EEG which uses neural potentials to monitor
and record raw electrical signals from the brain, and fMRI,
which measures the paramagnetic properties of
oxy-hemoglobin (HbO) and deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR) to infer
neural activity. fNIRS uses light absorption properties in the
near-infrared light spectrum between 650-950nm to determine
the changes in concentration levels of HbO and HbR in the
superficial layers of human prefrontal cortex [1, 2] to infer
neural activation changes. fNIRS is non-invasive and hence
potentially can be used to record various kinds of brain
activity during cognitive tasks and motor imagery[2-7].
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With many benefits including safety, non-invasiveness,
portability and the ability to be employed in more naturalistic
environments, fNIRS has been considered a suitable tool for
measuring emotion-related neural activation in the prefrontal
cortex under more natural and variable conditions. This has
also led to its adoption by cognitive neuroscientists studying
the association between emotion and cognition [8]. Emotions
are important in daily life with its numerous effects on rational
thinking, decision making and human interaction. Studies
have shown that [9] NIRS can potentially be effectively used
as evaluation index of various opposing emotional states
including “stressed versus relaxed”, “comfortable versus
uncomfortable” and “like versus dislike”. A prior study [10]
used pictures that do not evoke emotions as the baseline
condition and scary pictures as to investigate prefrontal brain
activation during emotion induction. In addition, study [11]
using the selected pleasant and unpleasant images from the
International Affective Picture System (IAPS) as quantified
stimuli has showed that pleasant and unpleasant emotions
could be detected with an artificial neural network.
It has been widely accepted that exposure to urban forests
and green spaces in the urban environment provides people
with feelings of well-being and results in stress reduction.
Recent research done on the topic of forest therapy [12-14] for
healthy individuals and clinical populations has shown
substantial physiological and psychological benefits when
using physiological and psychological indicators such as
blood pressure, pulse rate and cortisol levels in saliva [15] .
Furthermore, one study [15] used fNIRS to measure the
prefrontal cortex activity objectively coupled with subjective
questionnaires to conclude that taking a walk in the woods was
physiologically and psychologically more relaxing than taking
a walk in an urban area.
This present study aims to investigate the prefrontal
cortical activation from seven healthy subjects while viewing
urban and garden scenery by means of fNIRS. Compared to
past forest-therapy studies where subjects walked in the forest
physically and emotion studies using emotional stimuli as the
emotion induction media, this study tries to differentiate the
brain activation for garden and urban sceneries by using
scenery video clips. The urban scene was a typical streetscape
environment in Singapore, with visible hardscapes, streets,
and traffic. The recording included soundscapes such as
vehicular sounds. The garden scene, on the other hand, was
recorded from selected parks in Singapore. They were the
Therapeutic Garden @ HortPark and a site within the
Singapore Botanic Gardens that was immersed with greenery.
The soundscapes include wildlife noises. The authors have not
found prior research done using urban and garden scenery as
the emotion induction condition to measure the brain
activation for positive and negative emotion. Statistical

parametric mapping analysis on group analysis was conducted
based on certain contrasts defined as urban versus garden
scene, urban vs idle and garden vs idle.
In the rest of this paper, Section II describes the
experiment and method including participants, stimulus
material and experimental protocol, fNIRS measurement and
data processing while the study results are presented in
Section III. Section IV comprises of discussion and future
work, and Section V presents the conclusions.
II. EXPERIMENT AND METHOD
A. Participants
The 7 participants (mean age 36.3±11.3, 2 females) in this
study were recruited from the Institute for Infocomm
Research, Agency for Science, Technology and Research
(A*STAR). Ethics approval was obtained. They were staffs
and students. All subjects had no history of neurological or
psychiatric disorders and signed the consent form after being
explained the experiment.
In the experiment, subjects were seated on a comfortable
chair in a quiet room. They were asked to relax and to remain
still during the experiment. The experiment setup is shown in
Fig. 1.
B. Stimulus Material and Experimental Protocol
Two video clips of urban and garden scenery were
employed as the emotion induction stimulus in the
experiment. The video clips were recorded with the help of a
PhD student from the University of Florida during her
research attachment to the Centre of Urban Greenery and
Ecology, a division of the National Parks Board of Singapore.
The urban scene was representative of a typical streetscape
environment in Singapore, with elements including visible
hardscapes, streets, and traffic, and soundscapes such as
sounds from vehicles and traffic lights. The garden scene was
recorded from selected parks in Singapore that were immersed
with greenery, with soundscapes of wildlife noises. Each
video clip is about 180 seconds long. In each trial, the
randomly selected video clip was divided into 6 pieces on the
fly and a piece of 30s video was selected randomly to play.

Figure 2. The experimental paradigm. The experiment started at 30s signalstabilizing time, continued with the 40 trials, then another 30s
post-experiment time before the experiment was fully completed.

beep sound and a yellow cross with black background
appeared on the screen. Then the subjects viewed randomized
videos of urban or garden sceneries for 30s followed by 30s of
idle time with a dark blue progress bar on black background
on the screen. After 40 trials, there was another 30s post
experiment period to make sure the experiment recording was
fully completed. The experimental protocol design is shown in
Fig. 2.
C. fNIRS Measurement
The recording of prefrontal cortical hemoglobin was
conducted on a multi-channel continuous wave system called
NIRSport instrument (LLC NIRx Medical Technologies).
This system consists of 8 illumination sources and 8 detection
sensors with two wavelengths of 760nm & 850nm, yields 128
data channels. The sampling rate of NIRSport is 62.5 Hz, as
the device implements time multiplexing, which means that
only one LED is turned on at each time, the actual sampling
rate for each data channel is 7.81 Hz.

A total of 40 trials of viewing the video clips of urban and
garden sceneries were conducted. The experiment started with
a 30s pre-experiment signal-stabilizing time. After that, at the
beginning of each trial, a preparation time of 2s with a

The placement of the optodes using NIRx NIRScap in this
study is shown in Fig. 3. The montage definition is provided
by the acquisition software NIRStar 14-2 from NIRx and
covers the whole prefrontal area. The reason that the montage
uses only 7 detectors is to achieve a balanced inter-optode
distance which helps obtain high quality signal for the
interesting channels. The prefrontal cortex is different from
other regions of the head where the standard inter-optode
distance is 3cm, because it allows for better light penetration
so that longer channels are possible. In this study, only those
channels with the distances of source-detector pair falling
between 3.0cm to 5.0cm were considered as the valid channels
and were used to compute the hemodynamic neuro-activation.
The cap with optodes area was positioned on the forehead,
aligned to frontal polars Fp1 and Fp2 of the international
10-20 system. An additional black cap is used to ensure the
good scalp contact as well as to block the ambient light.

Figure 1. Experiment Setup

Figure 3. NIRS optode layout design. Red filled circles represent sources
while green filled circles represent detectors. Only 7 detectors are used in this
layout. Source-detector distances range from 3.0cm – 5.0cm.

D. Data processing
The computation of hemoglobin changes of oxy-hemoglobin
and deoxy-hemoglobin were accomplished by using the
modified Beer-Lambert law [16] from the optical density
changes. Most of the recent NIRS studies accept HbO as the
primary and genuine indicator of cortical activation. Hence,
this study focuses on the changes of HbO only. As fNIRS
recordings often contain noise and artifacts, such as the
subject’s heartbeat, movement and respiration effects and
other global trends, the Common Average Reference (CAR)
Spatial Filtering was employed to pre-process the raw fNIRS
recordings [5]. Data was further processed by NIRS-statistical
parametric mapping software NIRS-SPM [17] to remove
global trends caused by breathing, heartbeat and vaso-motion
using Wavelet-MDL (minimum description length)
detrending algorithm and to remove high frequency noise
using hemodynamic response function (hrf). A
mass-univariate approach based on the general linear model
(GLM) and Sun’s tube formula [18-20] was applied to the
data. Three linear contrasts were defined on the group level to
test the specific effects of the three conditions: urban versus
garden scene, urban vs idle and garden vs idle. SPM t-statistic
maps for group level were generated based on these 3
contrasts with the level of significance set at a p-value of <
0.05.
III. RESULTS
The prefrontal cortical activation of HbO for the contrast
of urban versus garden scene on group level is shown in Fig. 4.
A significant increase of HbO was revealed over the right
prefrontal cortex (SPM t-statistic map for group level,
uncorrected, p < 0.05).
There is no significant activation observed for the
contrast of urban versus idle and garden versus idle on group
level.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND THE FUTURE WORK
The study of emotion processing often employs viewing
images or videos as emotional valence [9, 10]. This study
proposes a novel experimental protocol to investigate the
prefrontal cortical activation of pleasant and unpleasant
emotions using urban and garden sceneries as the emotion
induction condition. The brain activation on group level shows
a significant difference in HbO for the contrast of urban versus
garden scene. This is consistent with a previous study [15]
which mentioned that a lower concentration of total
hemoglobin and Hbo implied the relaxation of brain function
and another study [21] that showed a significant increase in
HbO for negative stimuli and a significant decrease in HbO for
positive stimuli (compared to neutral).
Kaplan and Kaplan [22] proposed that humans had two
contrasting states of attentions, directed and indirect. In their
Attention Restoration Theory, they explained that exposure to
natural environments encouraged more effortless brain
function (indirect attention), thereby allowing it to recover and
replenish its directed attention capacity. The park scenes in the
video probably had the characteristics to provide the
restorative effect, such as giving a feeling of being away and
offering soft fascination. This result suggests the feasibility of
using a NIRS-based brain computer interface (BCI) to detect
the subject preference of a scene.
The activation area of HbO for the contrast of urban versus
garden in Fig. 4 also shows the asymmetric spatial pattern.
This is consistent with an EEG study [23] which investigated
the brain activation pattern based on the neurologically
valence hypothesis of emotion that the left hemisphere is more
activated in positive emotions while the right hemisphere is
more activated in negative emotions.
For group analysis, there is no significant activation for the
contrast of urban versus idle and garden versus idle. On the
other hand, brain activations were observed on individual
level among some of the seven subjects for these two
contrasts. This is worth further investigation.
However, this study has some limitations. The estimation
of the brain activation on group level was performed for only a
small sample size of 7 subjects, and the subjects had a wide
age range. To further understand the fundamental mechanism
of emotion processing for pleasant and unpleasant emotion
valence, we will further continue the study through the use of
more comprehensive experiments, for example, with a larger
sample size, with a specific age range one by one, and with a
specific gender, and analysis should be done not only on group
level, but also on individual level.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4. Prefrontal cortical activation on group level of HbO for the
contrast of urban versus garden scene, with the level of significance set at
p-value of < 0.05.

In this study, prefrontal cortical activation related to
pleasant and unpleasant emotions was delineated by fNIRS
while participants were viewing video clips of urban and
garden sceneries. The activation for the contrast of urban
versus garden showed an increase of oxy-hemoglobin on the
right area of the prefrontal cortex with p < 0.05. This
preliminary result showed that the garden scene may provide
pleasant and less stressful than the urban scene. This suggests
the feasibility of using a NIRS-based BCI to detect the subject

preference of a scene. Potentially the technology may be used
to study environmental designs in the city for improving
mental wellbeing.
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